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	Key Features

	
		Analyze Big Data sets, create attractive visualizations, and manipulate and process various data types
	
		Packed with rich recipes to help you learn and explore amazing algorithms for statistics and machine learning
	
		Authored by Ivan Idris, expert in python programming and proud author of eight highly reviewed books



	Book Description


	Data analysis is a rapidly evolving field and Python is a multi-paradigm programming language suitable for object-oriented application development and functional design patterns. As Python offers a range of tools and libraries for all purposes, it has slowly evolved as the primary language for data science, including topics on: data analysis, visualization, and machine learning.


	Python Data Analysis Cookbook focuses on reproducibility and creating production-ready systems. You will start with recipes that set the foundation for data analysis with libraries such as matplotlib, NumPy, and pandas. You will learn to create visualizations by choosing color maps and palettes then dive into statistical data analysis using distribution algorithms and correlations. You’ll then help you find your way around different data and numerical problems, get to grips with Spark and HDFS, and then set up migration scripts for web mining.


	In this book, you will dive deeper into recipes on spectral analysis, smoothing, and bootstrapping methods. Moving on, you will learn to rank stocks and check market efficiency, then work with metrics and clusters. You will achieve parallelism to improve system performance by using multiple threads and speeding up your code.


	By the end of the book, you will be capable of handling various data analysis techniques in Python and devising solutions for problem scenarios.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Set up reproducible data analysis
	
		Clean and transform data
	
		Apply advanced statistical analysis
	
		Create attractive data visualizations
	
		Web scrape and work with databases, Hadoop, and Spark
	
		Analyze images and time series data
	
		Mine text and analyze social networks
	
		Use machine learning and evaluate the results
	
		Take advantage of parallelism and concurrency



	About the Author


	Ivan Idris was born in Bulgaria to Indonesian parents. He moved to the Netherlands and graduated in experimental physics. His graduation thesis had a strong emphasis on applied computer science. After graduating, he worked for several companies as a software developer, data warehouse developer, and QA analyst.


	His professional interests are business intelligence, big data, and cloud computing. He enjoys writing clean, testable code and interesting technical articles. He is the author of NumPy Beginner's Guide, NumPy Cookbook, Learning NumPy, and Python Data Analysis, all by Packt Publishing.
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Borges, Buddhism and World Literature: A Morphology of Renunciation Tales (Literatures of the Americas)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book follows the renunciation story in Borges and beyond, arguing for its centrality as a Borgesian compositional trope and as a Borgesian prism for reading a global constellation of texts. The renunciation story at the heart of Buddhism, that of a king who leaves his palace to become an ascetic, fascinated Borges because of its...
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Pro Apache Struts with AjaxApress, 2006
Pro Apache Struts with Ajax maps out how to use the Apache Struts MVC web framework, so you can solve everyday web application development challenges. This book takes an application-centric approach: the development of an application drives Struts along with Ajax coverage--not the other way around.

Improper design can lead to...
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Evaluating Impact: Evaluation and Continual Improvement for Performance Improvement ProfessionalsHRD Press, 2006

	Evaluating Impact: Evaluation and Continual Improvement for Performance Improvement Practitioners by Ingrid Guerra-LÃ³pez, Ph.D. Evaluation takes enormous time, money and resources. So, why do we go through all the trouble? Because the ultimate goal is to create positive change and that s where this practical book comes in....
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The Development and Treatment of Girlhood AggressionLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
After decades of neglect, researchers have begun to focus attention on the development and outcomes of girlhood aggression. This comprehensive volume provides an account of some of the pioneering research in the field. Its central aims are to highlight current understanding, identify key components for preventing and treating the complex array of...
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Supermanifolds: Theory and ApplicationsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007
A book written in a relaxed and friendly manner, that moreover, tries to appeal to both, physicists and mathematicians, by using their specific parlance at various parts. As already said, a concise, but at the same time reasonably complete, exposition of the basics of supermanifold theory. A concise but up-to-date account of some of the main...
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Herb Gardening For Dummies (For Dummies (Home & Garden))For Dummies, 2010

	A plain-English guide to the world of herb gardening


	Starting an herb garden isn't free, but it certainly outweighs the growing costs of buying retail herbs. Plus, adding homegrown ingredients to your meals is a healthy and tasty way to improve upon any dish you whip up at home.


	This friendly, hands-on guide is an...
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